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The lights just went out and a critical
portion of your facility is without power.
The pagers and cell phones are ringing
with frantic people wanting to know
what happened. Your worst nightmare
has just begun.  

Those responsible for a facility’s operation hear the same
thing over and over again – reduce costs and improve
productivity. Much attention has been given to reducing
raw material and labor costs, increasing production effi-
ciency, automating processes, and other key areas, but
what about the often overlooked cost of an electrical out-
age? Depending on the type of facility, one outage can
paralyze building systems and cost thousands – or even
millions – of dollars in lost production, downtime, dam-
age to equipment and product, and possible injury or
death to personnel. With so many individual components
making up the power distribution system, a failure of any
single component can bring the system and its users to
their knees. 

More companies are deferring testing and maintenance
practices, or abandoning them altogether, to achieve
short-term economic goals. However, the short-term 
savings from reducing or eliminating maintenance and
testing increases the probability of an outage due to
equipment failure, creating a long-term problem. As
power distribution equipment ages, the likelihood of a
failure increases. 

There are many different causes of electrical outages.
Some outages may be created by external problems
beyond a facility’s control such as a utility blackout or
bad weather, but many are created by events that occur
within a facility. Insulation degradation is one of the
main causes of component failure that can result in an
outage. Voltage stress, aging, and temperature can all
lead to such a failure, which can create a short-circuit
that causes overcurrent devices to operate. If the overcur-
rent devices have well-coordinated time-current tripping
characteristics, only the device closest to the failure point
should operate and the outage will be minimal. However,
if there is mis-coordination and multiple overcurrent
devices operate, the outage could be more widespread. 

The Most Common Failure 
One of the most common failure modes of all electrical
power distribution equipment is insulation failure.
Insulation is designed to isolate current-carrying conduc-
tors operating at their rated voltage from making contact
with other energized conductors or grounded surfaces. 
If this barrier fails and the energized conductor makes C
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contact, a fault could occur in the form of damaging high
magnitude short-circuit currents, which can produce 
dangerous amounts of heat, magnetic forces and arc flash
hazards. 

Manufacturers of electrical equipment adhere to 
industry standards such as ASTM, ANSI, FM, ICEA,
IEEE, NEMA and UL. Many of the standards require
insulation testing as part of production or quality control
tests that are performed before a component is shipped to
the end user. Once the component arrives at a job site
and is installed, similar tests may again be performed
before start-up to ensure no damage occurred during
shipping or installation. 

After the start-up is complete and the equipment is
operating, is there any future testing performed to 

monitor the condition of the equipment over time? The
most common answer is no. No testing and no follow-up;
just operate the equipment until someday it fails and
needs to be replaced. This approach might be considered
acceptable by some on small non-critical circuits even
though the same dangers of short-circuits still exist. For
larger circuits that serve a greater portion of the load, and
for critical circuits, however, the “operate it until it fails”
concept is not a good practice if reliability is an issue.
Even if a failure occurs on a smaller, non-critical circuit,
there is a possibility of creating a larger outage. When a
short-circuit occurs, not only would the local overcurrent
protective device trip, but an entire panel or even the
main device to the building could possibly trip, taking
down the entire building. 

How can the likelihood of these types of events be
reduced? Several predictive and preventative maintenance
tests are available that can be used to evaluate the integri-

ty of a component’s insulation. 
During a scheduled outage, degraded components can

be identified and replaced or repaired to improve overall
power system reliability. Predictive testing such as 
insulation resistance testing or high potential testing can
be used to evaluate the integrity of insulation. Thermal
imaging can be performed as a non-invasive test for
detecting hot spots and overheated equipment. Proper
overcurrent device coordination and calibration of circuit
breakers and relays can minimize how many overcurrent
devices operate during a failure and reduce the extent 
of an outage. The InterNational Electrical Testing
Association (NETA) has developed standards for both
maintenance testing and acceptance testing, which 
provide guidelines for testing practices. 

Measuring Insulation Resistance
One of the tests commonly performed on electrical 
components at the factory and at the project site prior to
start-up is to measure the insulation resistance. This same
type of test can be adopted as part of scheduled mainte-
nance practices to evaluate the condition of components
and predict future failures. 

Quite often, people consider the resistance of insulation
as being nearly infinite since it blocks current flow and
isolates conductors that are energized. Although the
resistance is very high, typically in the megohm range or
greater, the resistance is really not infinite and when a test
voltage is applied, a small leakage current will flow.
Based on the known applied voltage and the measured
leakage current, the insulation resistance can be deter-
mined from Ohm’s law by dividing the voltage by the
current R = V / I . The applied test voltage is typically a
value below the component’s voltage rating so this type
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Predictive testing such as

insulation resistance testing or high potential
testing can be used to evaluate the integrity of insulation.

Insulation degradation is one of the main causes of component failure that can result in a power outage, but how often do

most companies test their electrical equipment's insulation?



of test is considered non-destructive as opposed to a 
Hi-Pot test that requires voltages higher than the compo-
nent’s voltage rating. All of the conductors in the circuit
to be tested must be disconnected and a DC voltage is
applied to the specific conductor under test. All other
adjacent conductors are grounded out. 

The measured current is actually the sum of several 
different currents flowing together during the test. The
current of interest is the leakage current, which is used as
the main indicator of insulation resistance. When a 
component is first energized, there will also be a charging
current due to existing capacitance, which is dependent
on the type of component and the applied voltage. The
charging current usually dissipates within a brief period.
Another current, known as the absorption or polarization
current, is based on the alignment of polarized molecules
in the electric field and will decay to a value close to zero
after several minutes. 

The test voltage is applied for a defined period of time
and then the resistance is recorded and compared to val-
ues provided by the appropriate standards. Due to the
charging and absorption currents, when a voltage is ini-
tially applied to the component, the current measurement
will usually read high at the beginning and then decrease
to a more stable value. It is good practice to document
the recorded values for comparison against all previous
tests to develop a trend that can help indicate if deteriora-
tion is occurring and if a future breakdown is likely. 

Insulation resistance can be affected by temperature
and this should be factored into the test. A generally
accepted industry rule of thumb is that for every ten
degrees Celsius (C) in temperature increase, the leakage
current doubles, which means the resistance is halved.
Erroneous conclusions can be made if resistance readings
are made at different times with different temperatures.

Taking measurements at different temperatures can 
also make the component’s resistance appear to be failing
when it is not (or getting better, which would really be
confusing!)

Humidity can also affect the test results and can be a
problem if the ambient temperature is below the dew
point, at which moisture condenses. The condensation in
small cracks and voids can affect the leakage current and
resistance readings. 

A few variations to the basic resistance measurement
test are also commonly used. One method that can be
used on solid insulation, known as the polarization index
test, involves taking resistance measurements at 1 minute
and 10 minutes after the voltage is applied. The ratio of
the ten-minute reading divided by the one-minute reading
can be used to evaluate the insulation. A change is
expected between the 1 minute and 10 minute readings
and is usually a result of the absorption currents settling
down with time. A ratio of much greater than one is 
typically expected; a lower ratio frequently means poor
insulation. However, some materials have low ratios
because they have inherently low absorption currents.
The main advantage of this type of test is that it is more
independent of outside influences such as humidity and
temperature since the two measurements used to deter-
mine the ratio are both taken under similar conditions.

The stepped voltage approach is another variation,
which uses a gradual ramping up of the voltage. The 
voltage is raised in equal increments of both time and
magnitude until the maximum test voltage is reached.
Since voltage, current, and resistance are all related by
Ohm’s law, as the voltage is increased, the current should
also increase proportionally and the measured resistance
should remain fairly stable. If the resistance is showing
significant change at any of the higher voltage steps, it
could signal a possible breakdown or failure that is ready
to occur and the test can be immediately stopped. The
stepped voltage approach is a very good method for 
hi-pot testing, which subjects the component to voltages
higher than its rating.

Hi-Pot Testing
High potential testing, otherwise known as “hi-pot” test-
ing, requires that the component under test be energized
to a voltage well beyond its operating voltage rating for 
a specific amount of time without any insulation failure.
This type of test is sometimes referred to as a “proof test”
and is used to determine if there is sufficient dielectric
strength. The test can help find weak spots in the insula-
tion, but due to the high voltage used, if there is a weak
spot, this test can lead to insulation failure. 

The test is performed by applying a high voltage, as
defined by the appropriate standard, to a conductor in 
a circuit while grounding out all others. The hi-pot testP
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Thermal imaging can be performed as a non-invasive test

for detecting hot spots and overheated components.
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requires that the component being tested must be discon-
nected and the ends should be covered to eliminate possi-
ble discharge. Voltages used in hi-pot testing can be either
AC or DC, however, if the applicable test standard per-
mits the use of DC voltage, it is preferred because of the
effects of capacitance with AC voltage. 

Hi-pot testing might be part of factory tests and the start-
up process might require that the hi-pot test be performed
again to determine if there has been any insulation damage
during installation. Both the factory test and start-up tests
can produce data that may provide a baseline for future
maintenance testing. Performing a hi-pot test as part of a
predictive maintenance program can help identify compo-
nents with insulation that has been damaged or has deterio-
rated over time, but sometimes it might not be possible if
disconnecting the components is not practical.

The downside of hi-pot testing is that the high voltage
used can actually fail the component under test. The possi-
bility of failure often generates mixed opinions from the

electrical community about the suitability of this test for
maintenance purposes. Some advocate performing hi-pot
testing as part of a regularly scheduled program keeping in
mind that aging conductors may have weak insulation and
could fail during the test. If a failure does occur it is usually
an insulation puncture that might possibly be found and
repaired. The possibility of failure is an argument made
against hi-pot testing for predictive maintenance purposes.
The counter argument is that the component was approach-
ing a failure anyway and by finding the problem during a
scheduled outage, an unscheduled outage was avoided. 

For hi-pot testing it is good practice to use the stepped
voltage approach as previously discussed. This allows a
gradual increase in voltage so a possible failure may be
detected before it actually occurs, allowing an immediate
end to the test. Impending failure can be detected by
watching the leakage current. A sudden increase in leak-
age current means that the insulation resistance is starting
to drop. Many hi-pot testers have sensitive overcurrent
detectors that will shut the tester down when the leakage
current reaches a set level. Since hi-pot testing does run
the risk of initiating a failure on the tested component, it
is usually reserved for the most critical circuits, typically
at the medium voltage level. Testing of older components
is usually done at voltage levels of only 50 to 70% of the
original factory test values to minimize the stress. The
decision to perform hi-pot testing on older components,
and what voltage level to use, should involve discussions
between a qualified testing company, the manufacturer of
the components, and the facility personnel. 

Detecting Hot Spots – Infrared Scanning
Since one of the major contributing factors to the prema-
ture aging and failure of insulation is heat, an evaluation
of electrical equipment for abnormal temperature and hot
spots can provide an indication of where failures might
occur. Component heating is generally a function of the
square of the current that is flowing through it and an
increase in current produces an increase in temperature. 

A thermographic survey is a non-invasive test used 
to find hot spots and overheated components without 
de-energizing the power distribution. An infrared imaging
radiometer is used, which can detect emitted radiation and
convert the detected radiation to a thermal image indicat-
ing temperature. According to NETA, for electrical tests,
the test instrument should be capable of detecting mini-
mum temperature differentials of at least 1 degree Celsius

at a 30 degree Celsius ambient and preferably lower. 
To account for worst-case conditions, the thermograph-

ic survey should be conducted when the equipment is at
its maximum loading to provide an accurate representa-
tion of the highest temperatures that can occur. Thermal
imaging is not only used to detect overheated components
but it is also used to compare temperature differences
between similar components in the same circuit. These
temperature differences can indicate a possible problem
such as loose connections, defective insulators or 
unbalanced current. 
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The downside of hi-pot testing is that the

high voltage used can actually fail
the component under test.

A thermographic survey is a non-invasive test used to find

hot spots and overheated components without de-energiz-

ing the power distribution.
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As an example, in a larger feeder circuit where there
are several conductors per phase, a significant difference
in the temperature of the conductors of a phase can indi-
cate unequal loading. In a typical 800 Amp circuit there
will usually be two 500 kcm conductors in parallel per
phase. The 800 Amp circuit is protected by an 800 Amp
overcurrent device, and each of the two conductors
should share the load equally. If there is a significant
unbalance and one conductor carries 450 Amps and the
other carries 300 Amps, the total current in the phase is
750 Amps, which is below the 800 Amp overcurrent
device trip rating. The result is that one conductor is
overloaded and the excessive heat will ultimately degrade
the insulation to a point where it fails, possibly with 
catastrophic results. A thermographic survey would 
help to detect this type of situation and provide time for
corrective action. 

Safety Issues
Electrical testing should only be performed by qualified
persons trained in the use of the test equipment, safe
work practices, and electrical safety. NETA provides 
recommendations covering the qualifications for testing
companies and personnel. Untrained and unqualified
people should NEVER work on or near power 
distribution equipment. The safest and best practice is 
to only work on equipment that has been de-energized
and is properly locked out to minimize the possibility 
of inadvertent energization. Working on live equipment
introduces the risk of shock, electrocution and arc flash
hazards so proper personnel protective equipment must
be used. 

Unfortunately, not all electrical testing can be per-
formed on de-energized equipment. Insulation Resistance
and Hi-Pot testing are both performed on disconnected
components but in each case the test equipment is 
live and can produce hundreds or thousands of volts.
Although thermal imaging is a non-invasive test that
does not require direct contact with electrical compo-
nents, the components and systems being tested must
remain energized to obtain an adequate measurement 
of the heat produced. To capture images of the 
individual components, equipment covers must be
removed, exposing live energized parts.

Minimizing the Extent of an Outage
Proper installation, testing, and maintenance practices
will help reduce the probability of insulation failure and

the resulting outage, but Murphy’s Law says failures can
still occur. When insulation fails, the resulting short-cir-
cuit current can produce destructive heating and magnetic
forces that create a significant hazard to personnel and
property. A properly designed power distribution system
will have overcurrent devices such as circuit breakers and
fuses that operate to isolate the problem circuit and mini-
mize the damage.

When a short-circuit occurs, all of the components 
in the circuit will experience the same damaging 
current and ideally only the overcurrent device that
feeds the failed circuit should operate and isolate the
individual circuit. Unfortunately, many times additional
overcurrent devices in upstream equipment also operate,
which can create a larger outage by interrupting entire
panelboards and switchboards instead of just the 
faulty circuit. 

Having a well-coordinated power distribution system is
important in minimizing the outage. A coordinated power
distribution system requires evaluating each overcurrent
device’s time-current characteristics to determine how
quickly the various devices will operate under given mag-
nitudes of fault current. Many overcurrent devices have
adjustable trip settings that allow setting the timing and
sensitivity of the devices to improve the coordination.
Even if a device does not have setting adjustments, the
proper selection of a device based on time-current charac-
teristics can help create a selectively coordinated system. 

Once the device settings are established, they must 
be checked quite often with field tests to verify their
response. 

Find Your Hidden Savings
Electrical failures can create hidden costs in the form of
lost production, downtime, damaged equipment, and 
hazardous situations that can total thousands or millions
of dollars. Reducing the probability of these hidden costs
occurring requires maintaining the reliability of the power
distribution system. As more and more savings are
required to be found, testing and maintenance becomes
an easy target for budget cuts. The short-term benefits of
such cuts go directly to today’s bottom line but the long-
term effect can severely impact tomorrow’s bottom line.
Although it is impossible to prevent 100% of electrical
failures, the use of predictive maintenance testing can go
a long way towards reducing the likelihood of incurring
the hidden costs of an outage.  �

When insulation fails, the resulting short-circuit current can produce

destructive heating and magnetic forces that 
create a significant hazard to personnel and property.


